New Tenure-Track Faculty
2009–2010

Ron Barrett
Anthropology
BA University of Colorado
BS Johns Hopkins University
MA & PhD Emory University
Cultural & medical anthropology, religious healing, social aspects of infectious diseases, the ways humans come to terms with mortality

Andrew Billing
French & Francophone Studies
BA University of Otago
MA University of Canterbury
PhD University of California, Irvine
18th-century French literature & philosophy, Rousseau, Enlightenment moral & political philosophy, critical theory

Louisa Bradtmiller
Environmental Studies
BA Smith College
MA, MPul & PhD Columbia University
Postdoc at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Paleoclimate & paleoceanography, uranium-series geochemistry, ocean biogeochemical cycles

E. Darcy Burgund
Psychology
BA Skidmore College
PhD University of Minnesota
Human brain-behavior relationships, hemisphere asymmetries, visual-form recognition, neuroimaging techniques

Neil Chudgar
English
BA University of Pittsburgh
MA & PhD University of Chicago
18th-century British literature, poetry & poetics, forms of modern literary feeling

Frederik Green
Asian Languages & Cultures
BA Cambridge University
PhD Yale University
Chinese literature & culture of the modern period

Corie Hammers
Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies
BS Texas A&M University
MS Portland State University
PhD University of Oklahoma
Gender & sexuality, alternative sexual communities, lesbian/queer public sexual cultures & practices

Marlon James
English
BA University of The West Indies
MA Wilkes University
Creative writing

Alicia Johnson
Math & Computer Science
BA University of Wisconsin, Madison
MS Colorado State University
PhD University of Minnesota
Statistics, Markov chain Monte Carlo

Jean-Pierre Karegeye
French & Francophone Studies
BA Institut Saint-Pierre Canisius/
Kinshasa, BA Universite Nationale de la RD du Congo, MA, MA & PhD University of California, Berkeley
African linguistics & literature, literary analysis & theory, mass violence & genocides

John Kim
Humanities, Media & Cultural Studies
BA Williams College
MA & PhD Stanford University
New media theory & practice

Rachel Lucas-Thompson
Psychology
BA Beloit College
MA & PhD University of California, Irvine
Developmental psychology, family systems & child/adolescent development

Jamie Monson
History
BA Stanford University
MA & PhD University of California, Los Angeles
Previously professor of history, Carleton College
African history, China-Africa relations

Alicia Muñoz
Hispanic & Latin American Studies
BA Swarthmore College
MA & PhD Cornell University
Contemporary Latin American literature, U.S. Latina/o studies, gender & cultural studies

Brett Wilson
Religious Studies
BA University of South Carolina
MA & PhD Duke University
Islamic Studies, Ottoman Empire/Turkey, translation studies, print history